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Abstract

The old Law of conservation defines that “Energy is neither created nor destroyed” (Universal Law). But the modified Law of conservation expresses that “Energy is created at a certain point and is destroyed up to the certain limit. In between creation and distortion, we can see 'conservation' which means one energy gets converted into another energy”.

The energy is created/generated in the universe. God’s power means, G-Generation, O-Operation, and D-Distortion. These true facts of God’s power are described in the paper as a ‘gift of God’.

American countries and China’s scientists make Artificial Sun. These Artificial Sun has transformed into a monumental creation that’s fast reshaping the future of energy and how we perceive human (Ref: Google Search, 02-Aug-2023)

*We well known that just now, scientists have proved practically and scientifically as they create artificial Sun in Laboratory, for extra energy create by artificial Sun, which is used in future as power...Chinese Scientists Launched Artificial Sun To Prove ..YouTube - https://www.youtube.com › watch,(02-Aug-2023).

As per above discussions, in our mind one question, who was responsible for creation of Universe in first initial stage......? who was starts Universe in old initial stage ....? Some body is responsible ......?

No doughty! Ans. God’s power was only responsible starts /creation of Universe......! GOD’s means!......G-Generations! O- Operations! D-Distortions!......

Thus, energy is created/generated by God’s power. New modified Law of conservation expresses that “Energy is created at a certain point and is destroyed up to the certain limit. In between creation and distortion, we can see ‘conservation’ which means one energy gets converted into another energy”. It’s true facts !
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Introduction

The new Law of conservation says that “Energy is created at a certain point and is destroyed up to a certain limit. In between creation and distortion, we find ‘conservation’, which means one energy is converted into another energy.

This energy is created/generated by God’s power. God’s power means G- Generation, O-Operation, D-Distortion. These true facts of God’s power are described in the paper as the ‘Gift of God’ (S.K. Chopkar, 2020).

The old law of conservation is a universal law that has been accepted but not proved beyond doubt. IRRA scientists had a detailed study about the “Law of conservation of energy”. But it is a fact that energy gets transformed to another energy.

In this paper, IRRA Scientists try to prove with practical evidence that energy is created at a certain point and gets destroyed up to a certain limit. In between creation and distortion, however, we can see ‘conservation’ which means one energy converts into another form.

First, we can discuss the energy of the Sun. The Sun is the main star in the Universe which has been around for millions of years. Energy from the Sun keeps coming out for billions of years, producing watts of energy on the surface of the Sun per second.

The Sun emits $3.8 \times 10^{33}$ ergs/sec or $3.8 \times 10^{26}$ watts of power...or each second, an amount of energy equals $3.8 \times 10^{26}$ joules. In one hour or 3600 seconds, it produces $1.4 \times 10^{31}$ Joules of energy or $3.8 \times 10^{23}$ kilowatt-hours.

The sun releases energy at a mass–energy conversion rate of 4.26 million metric tons per second, which produces the equivalent of 384.6 septillion watts ($3.846 \times 10^{26}$ W). (14-Dec-2015, Google search).

Fusing four free protons (hydrogen nuclei) into a single alpha particle (helium nucleus) release around 0.7% of the fused mass as energy. Hence, the Sun releases energy at the mass–energy conversion rate of 4.26 million metric tons per second (which requires 600 metric megatons of hydrogen), for 384.6 lotto watts.

The Ideology of Science for creation

Law of conservation of energy in science states “Energy can neither be created nor destroyed” [Law of conservation (2020)], the said law can be counter-argued as follows:

The law of conservation of energy states that energy can neither be created nor destroyed - only converted from one form of energy to another. This means that a system always has the same amount of energy unless it’s added from the outside. (Google search, 2020).

Ex. - If Q is the supply of energy, then Q+Q’s energy is created as per Fusions, which means Q’s energy is created on the Sun’s surface by Fusion’s reactions. As per knowledge, Q’s energy is not added from the outside on the sun’s surface, it’s created on the sun’s surface. (As per the Law of conservation “This means that a system always has the same amount of energy unless it’s added from the outside). It creates energy on the sun’s surface.

The sun releases energy at a mass–energy conversion rate of 4.26 million metric tons per second, which produces the equivalent of 384.6 septillion watts ($3.846 \times 10^{26}$ W). (14-Dec-2015, Google search).

Fusing four free protons (hydrogen nuclei) into a single alpha particle (helium nucleus) release around 0.7% of the fused mass as energy, so the Sun releases energy at the mass–energy conversion rate of 4.26 million metric tons per second (which requires 600 metric megatons of hydrogen), for 384.6 lotto watts.

The total solar energy per second on a surface perpendicular to the Sun is about 1350 Joules per square meter or about 0.275 watt-hours. (04-Feb-2017, Google search).
The fusion reaction on the surface of the Sun promotes creation/generation along with lots of energy. From the surface of the Sun there is intense energy output but no input from outside. Mean energy (1350 Joules per square meter) is created/generated on the Sun surface by Fusion in hydrogen nuclei and helium nucleus reactions which is a proven fact (Google Search). But nobody has practically measured this phenomenon on the surface of the Sun.

Ref: Law of conservation (2020): Search on Google results on: This means that a system always has the same amount of energy, unless it's added from the outside. (Ref: P. R. Motak, N.R. BAIG, FIST EDITION 2019 and HALLIDAY, PROBEETRESNICKAND, JEAN WALKER, Extended Fifth edition, 1997).

In our daily life, the human birth is its best example for creations/generations of energy.

American countries and China’s scientists make Artificial Sun. These Artificial Sun has transformed into a monumental creation that’s fast reshaping the future of energy and how we perceive human (Ref: Google Search, 02-Aug-2023).

*We well known that just now, scientists have proved practically and scientifically as they create artificial Sun in Laboratory, for extra energy create by artificial Sun, which is used in future as power...Chinese Scientists Launched Artificial Sun To Prove ... YouTube - https://www.youtube.com › watch,(02-Aug-2023).

As per above discussion, it’s clear that’s, energy creates at certain point.

**The Ideology of Science for Distortion**

Sun rays that come out of the Sun’s surface consist of light energy and heat energy. This phenomenon is going on continuously for billions of years and Scientists say this will go on in the future as well. Light travels at a speed of 2,99,792 Km per second, which means nearly 3 lakh kilometers per second. The fact is who has measured/observed the sun rays continuously traveling? There are no practical results or evidence for the sun rays traveling continuously. As per our knowledge, the sun’s rays get destroyed while traveling, which ultimately means energy gets destroyed.

Einstein’s theory of relativity says that we cannot achieve a velocity greater than the velocity of light. Scientists experimentally tried to achieve a velocity greater than the velocity of light but with no success.

According to Hindu philosophy, there are mentions as Utpatti, Sanchalan, and Nirvan means (Generation, Operation, and Distortion).

According to Adhayatm Guru [Shrimad Bhagawat Gita (2017)], God is instrumental in Generation, Operation, and Distortion in the whole Universe. SPH Scientists (Sachidanand Pandurang Hari Om Research Association, India) says that only and only God’s Power is responsible for creation/generation of Universe.

Now, we talk a little about distortion. In Hindu philosophy, there is a clear mention of four Yugs (Yug means a period of time) as 1) Sat Yuga 2) Treta Yuga 3) Dwapar Yuga and 4) Kali Yuga, but there is no mention of any Yuga after the 4th Yuga. Kali Yuga means “Pralay” /destruction of the Universe. [ Shri Lord Krishna, “Shrimad Bhagawat Geeta” in Dwapar Yuga, Translated by Shri Pandrinath Thaware (1678)].

**The Ideology of Science for in between creation and Distortion there are conservation**

New Law of conservation postulates that “Energy is created at a certain point and energy destroyed up to a certain limit and in between creation and distortion, conversion of energy to another form takes place. Thus, energy is created/generated by God’s power. God’s power means G- Generation, O-Operation, D-Distortion.

**Discussion**

As per above discussions, in our mind one question, who was responsible for creation of Universe in first initial stage......? who was
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starts Universe in old initial stage ....? Some body is responsible ......?

No doughty! Ans. God’s power was only responsible starts /creation of Universe......! GOD’s means!......G-Generations! O- Operations! D-Distortions!...... .

Thus, energy is created/generated by God’s power. God’s power means G- Generation, O-Operation, D-Distortion.

New modified Law of conservation expresses that "Energy is created at a certain point and is destroyed up to the certain limit. In between creation and distortion, we can see ‘conservation’ which means one energy gets converted into another energy". It’s true facts ....!

Conclusion

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the new "Law of conservation" pronounces that the power of God means G- Generation, O-Operation, and D-Distortion. Who else could be responsible for creating each and every thing in the entire Universe? It is the power of the Supreme God under whose clutches the whole world and its order rests.
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